
Thank you for your purchase of the Orion AstroGoggles! Considering the amount 
of time it takes for your eyes to become fully dark adapted (approximately 20-30 
minutes), you will find these goggles to be extremely helpful.

Your eyes are least sensitive to dim red light, and the AstroGoggles are designed 
to help your eyes adjust to the darkness by cutting down bright lights and passing 
through primarily the red portion of the spectrum. Put the AstroGoggles on about 
30 minutes before you plan to observe and you will find yourself much more 
dark adapted than you might have been otherwise. If you are setting up your 
equipment, and need to go back inside the brightly lit house for something, the 
AstroGoggles will shield your eyes and help preserve dark adaptation.

The AstroGoggles are large enough to fit over eyeglasses, and have an adjust-
able elastic strap to provide a snug fit against your face. Simply pull the ends of 
the straps to provide a more snug fit. Make sure the four air vents on the walls 
of the AstroGoggles aren’t blocked by dirt or debris – the air vents help prevent 
internal fogging of the red lenses.

Cleaning
Clear away any dust using compressed air or a hurricane blower bulb. Clean the 
plastic lenses with a microfiber cloth or lens cleaning fluid and lens tissue if they 
become smudged with fingerprints. 
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One-Year Limited Warranty
The Orion AstroGoggles are warranted against defects in materials or workmanship for a 
period of one year from the date of purchase. This warranty is for the benefit of the original 
retail purchaser only. During this warranty period Orion Telescopes & Binoculars will repair or 
replace, at Orion’s option, any warranted instrument that proves to be defective, provided it 
is returned postage paid to: Orion Warranty Repair, 89 Hangar Way, Watsonville, CA 95076. 
If the product is not registered, proof of purchase (such as a copy of the original invoice) is 
required.

This warranty does not apply if, in Orion’s judgment, the instrument has been abused, 
mishandled, or modified, nor does it apply to normal wear and tear. This warranty gives 
you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state. 
For further warranty service information, contact: Customer Service Department, Orion 
Telescopes & Binoculars, 89 Hangar Way, Watsonville, CA 95076; (800) 676-1343.


